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Our mission is to spread agorism and connect the counter-economy.

  

We are excited to announce Lily Forester as
one of our new writers on Agorist Nexus.

We are adding another great weapon to an already elite
arsenal of esteemed writers, which include Storm
Delagora, Wendy McElroy, and Indigo Penn.

Lily Forester is a drug war refugee living in Mexico
surviving on the agorist lifestyle with her dog, Renegade,
and cat, Satoshi. She has been committed to the agorist
lifestyle since learning about it in college, where she was
being forced to specialize in one field. Agorism suited her
multifaceted interests and desire for a rich and diverse
life. Bitcoin and cryptocurrency became an essential part
of her agorist lifestyle in 2012 and she has lived off
cryptocurrency since 2014. Currently she survives off the
following: writing, audio editing for two podcasts,
promotion, crochet, transcription, virtual assistance, and
social media management.

The Agorist Nexus
podcast has seen
increased listeners
and positive
reactions. Join our
charismatic hosts Hex,
Indigo, and
occasionally Storm
Delagora, as they grab
more listeners every
week and do a stunning
job
spreading the
message of agorism.
Episodes release
every Tuesday. We
are ecstatic to
announce future
guests, including
Earthbound Martian,
Agorist Girl, Graham
Smith, Raphael
LaVerde, and Alex
Utopium. You won't
want to miss all the
agorist tips, special
insights, and content.

Agorist Nexus Podcast
Get into the Christmas spirit as we interview an agorist toy company for Tuesdays

episode releasing 12/24/19

If you'd like to sponsor the podcast email us at

AgoristNexus@protonmail.com

Sponsorship gets you an ad at the beginning and end of the podcast and a
sponsored by photo link in the newsletter. 

Recent Podcast Episodes

Episode 6 Liberty, Decentralized
Exchanges, Guns and Marijuana

with the Great
John McAfee

This episode sponsored by 
Luv Java

Episode 7 Agorism with
Storm Delagora

This episode is sponsored
by Greyman Design

Episode 8 Disobedience and the
Dissolution of Government with

Adam Kokesh

This episode is sponsored
by Agorist Survival 

Episode 9 How to be an Agorist Cypherpunk with
Sal Mayweather

This episode is sponsored by Greyman Design

Episode 10 Agorism and Mexico with
Lilly Forester

This episode is sponsored by Agorist Survival 

It's completely free to add your listing on Agorist Nexus

Create a free and anonymous user account and fill it in with random and miscellaneous information if you'd like. Click here

Featured businesses on Agorist Nexus

Molon Labe Brand
We have a collaboration
with Molon Labe Brand.
They are giving away a
free Agorist Nexus shirt,
with your only payment

being a small shipping fee.
Thanks to Greyman

Design, their rebrand looks
amazing, and they have
seen incredible business
as a result. You can also

receive 10% off your entire
purchase with coupon

code: NEXUS.

Agorist Survival 
Whether its bugout,

camping, or a zombie
apocalyptic event, you can
not only survive but thrive
with our gear. Our unique

solar equipment is
designed to synergize with

each other, never lose
power! Our tools are multiuse,

many are foldable
making lightweight and

efficient loads. Our prices
can't be beat by the

mainstream vendors, and if
they can, we'll match. Our

off grid agorist survival
experts have handpicked

many of the items
themselves. Don't waste
time browsing through

thousands of useless items
elsewhere. Get high quality
and useful survival gear at
the right price, right here.

 
 

Greyman Design

Check out Greyman Designs
new uncensorable blockchain
website at greymandesign.zil

Greyman Design
makes it easy for any

business to get started quickly
with their full business startup

package, which includes a
website, logo, and web image.

They come highly
recommended by us, as they

made the Agorist Nexus
website, as well as the logos

and web images.
As always, get 10% off all
designs with coupon code:

NEXUS
http://www.greymandesign.zil

If you'd like to be Featured on Agorist Nexus email us at AgoristNexus@protonmail.com

Featured listing includes a top featured spot on the website, a featured mention at the end of every podcast episode.
Featured in the newsletter. Shout outs on Facebook, twitter, flote and somee (all platforms if you have them).

Voluntaryist Origins III
Digital Release

Congratulations to Jack V Lloyd,
Jamie S., and everyone involved
with this brilliant project. The digital
version of Origins III has been
released with the print version being
released in April. This is one of the
best comic books we've ever read,
with an excellent plot and unique
take on voluntaryist heroes. Most
mainstream comics are heavily
statist so this has been a long
awaited sensation and a refreshing
series to the anarchist community.
Agorist Nexus is proud to support
Origins III, funding over 10% of it's
Indiegogo campaign and placing
four pages of ads, without knowing
if ad space would be filled.Thanks
to our  marketing team we were
successful in this endeavor. This
has given us an idiosyncratic
opportunity to spread agorism and
boost the counter-economy
simultaneously. We sold ads at low
rates to provide agorist businesses
with low cost entry into advertising,
in a publication with a proven track
record: many pre-orders and
previously successful comics. Our
ads in the comic look astounding
and companies on our directory
who obtained ads have already
seen a positive impact.

Comic Book ads
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Brand New Articles

The Building Trades An Opportunity Suited
to Agorism

BY  Storm Delagora

Birth of an Agorist

BY Lily Forester

Recent Articles

Agorism and the Law
BY  Storm Delagora

 

The Moral Foundation
of Agorism

BY  Storm Delagora

Cryptocurrency, money,
and marking time

BY  Storm Delagora

Agribusiness Agorist
Style

BY  Storm Delagora

Agorism and
Intellectual Property

Abolitionism

By Wendy McElroy 

Peer-to-Peer Lending:
A Real World Agorist

Solution

BY  Storm Delagora

We're Proud
Supporters of
The Pholosopher

We've had many shout-
outs from The
Pholosopher, and have
received more traffic
thanks to her amazing
content and widespread
audience, giving us
greater reach in spreading
the message of agorism.
Her voice has been a
beacon of light and hope
for the liberty movement
on a grand scale. We
believe her sound
intellectual arguments and
gun culture aspiration will
be paramount in the years
to come.

Free Market News

Bitcoin.com soon to release Cashshuffle
feature on BCH (bitcoin cash) Bticoin.com
wallet

CashShuffle is a fully decentralized coin mixing
protocol that shuffles your Bitcoin Cash with
other
network participants, making it extremely
difficult
for blockchain forensic analysis to decipher
transaction history. Almost 4 million Bitcoin.com
wallets have been created so far and it is said
that the CashShuffle feature will be active by
default when the update is implemented. Roger
Ver, Executive Chairman of Bitcoin.com, had no
word on the exact date of the release, only
saying
"very very very soon."

Source: Bitcoin.com Youtube channel

Grey Market Baby Yoda products

Disney lists only 18 official baby Yoda
products for sale on its web site, while 47 of
the most popular baby Yoda products sold for
nearly 2 million dollars on Amazon. That
means that at least 29 baby Yoda products
sold are not official Disney products, not to
mention other baby Yoda products that are not
as popular.

Source: The Hustle

Monero Delisted on several exchanges

Due to money laundering concerns, Monero will
be delisted from Bitbay and other exchanges.
Bitbay announced in November they will be
delisting on February 19, 2020. Bitbay has
already stopped taking XMR (Monero) deposits.
OKEx has already delisted the privacy coin due
to new guidelines by the Financial Action Task
Force, which is a global money-laundering
watchdog. Monero being a regulatory
compliance
risk is exactly why we love the coin.
 
Source: Cointelegraph

Venezuela's Drug Trafficking and Money
Laundering Spark Dollarization

Experts believe many of the dollars in circulation
in Venezuela are allegedly from money
laundering and drug trafficking. Bloomberg
published a report that half of all transactions
are in dollars where salaries are set in bolivars.
 
Source: Panam Post

Monero's Fluffypony lowers his
responsibilities

Riccardo Spagni AKA Fluffypony has passed the
torch of lead maintainer to a developer known as
Snipa, who has been leading the project for five
years. He's stepping back as lead maintainer and
continuing on as a maintainer to further
decentralize Monero. This should not be a
surprise nor a bearish signal since he has been
planning this for a couple years.
 
Source: Decrypt

Black Market Marijuana in California is still
king by far thanks to taxes.

Government once again proves how
incompetent it is by not even legalizing correctly.
New tax
increases in California are set to go in to place
in the new year at the beginning of 2020. Taxes
will go up in two ways, with the first being an
excise tax which is the price markup to cover
costs and make profit. The California
Department of Tax and Fee Administration
researched average
marijuana retail prices and have found that
marijuana has been marked up 80% from
wholesale costs as a result. The other tax
increase is an inflation adjustment for
cultivation. These tax implements have already
been passed in 2017 and not up for a vote.
Experts estimate grey market marijuana
vendors bring in
an estimated 8.7 Billion in revenue versus 3
billion dollars in legal sales.

Source: reason

Black Market Out Competes Legal Market
on Weed in Illinois

Despite recreational marijuana becoming
legal starting January 1st in Illinois, there is no
reason to believe that the black market is going
away. Shortages in the legal market, along with
higher prices, mean that the black market for
weed is likely to exist for some time to come.

Source: Chicago Tribune

Cody Wilson Back In The 3D-Printed Gun
movement

Cody Wilson is back in the 3d printed gun
movement. Cody's return corresponds with the
new release of the new gun-manufacturing
machine Ghost Gunner 3 made by Defense
Distributed, the company Wilson founded in
2012.

Source: Kut

Beyond Uber and Lyft

As Phoenix City Council plans to vote on
Wednesday on a proposed rideshare fee
increase, some drivers are planning on offering
passengers rides without using the apps.
Attorney Craig Rosensein said this isn't a new
phenomenon.

Source: azfamily.com

Survey Shows Patients With Diabetes
Turn to Black Market for Supplies

An online survey has shed light on patients with
diabetes in the United States who donate, trade,
borrow, or buy diabetes drugs and supplies
through an "underground exchange" or black
market. The survey respondents — mainly
adults with type 1 diabetes, but also parents of
children with type 1 diabetes — were almost all
living well
above the poverty line and had health
insurance, and yet they still had trouble paying
the deductible or copays for their diabetes drugs
and supplies, the survey reveals.

Source: Medscape

 

 

Flote
 

https://flote.app/agorist

We're transitioning towards decentralized social

media platforms with emphasizes on Freedom,

privacy and zero censorship. Follow and join us

on Flote and Somee

 

Somee
 

https://somee.social/profile/agoristnexu
s

Support us

What we've accomplished thus far has been with 99% of our own
resources. Your support will not only go towards our own network of

content creators helping them generate great works for agorism,
but also gives us a greater ability to spread agorism, by supporting
other liberty projects as well. Create a ripple effect of liberty today.

 

Donate Crypto Here

Another way to support us is by being featured on Agorist Nexus or Sponsoring our Podcast. E-
mail us at AgoristNexus@protonmail.com

You can also support us by creating a local.bitcoin.com account and buy/sell
crypto anonymously

Have a Counter-
economic
Christmas, buy gifts
from agorist
companies, create
your own gift from
crafts, gift
cryptocurrency or give
3d printed guns. Gifts
are better without the
funding of coercion.
We hope you have a
wonderful holiday
season and merry
Christmas.

Nothing contained herein or ever published by Agorist Nexus is or has ever been financial
advice. Everything is and has always been for information and news purposes only. 
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